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Abstract
When mixing Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete (SFRC) in conventional mixers, there is limitation of fiber
percentage (maximum up to 2.5%). And, when mixing in newly developed Energy Saving Gravity (ESG)
continuous mixer with conventional mixing method, good quality of SFRC could not be obtained due to blockage
problem even for low percentage of fibers when mixing continuous ly. In order to overcome both of above
mentioned problem, new mixing method called “Pre-mix Method” is developed. This paper outlines the
mechanism of new mixing technology and application of pre-mix method for mixing SFRC. It is verified that the
use of this method has prevailed to make possible of SFRC with increase of fiber percentage up to 4% in new
continuous mixer.
Keywords: ESG continuous mixer, SFRC, New mixing mechanism, Inter-particle collision and Impact,
Splitting and Re-combination, Pre-mix method

1. Introduction
As shown in the Fig 1, let A and B be two particles
which are charged into ESG continuous mixer using
external energy. When entering into ESG
continuous mixer they have possibility of colliding
each other before impacting into the inner sloped
surface of ESG continuous mixer, case (a), or
impacted into surface, case (b); and may collide
after bouncing as well, case (c). As shown in the
case (d), when two particles are dispersed after
collision, they can be collided again with other
dispersed particles. Therefore, number of chances
for collision for one partic le increases when
increasing the total number of partic les in materials.
Such action of inter-particle collision and impact
with surface makes the different types of materials
in even distribution when passing through number
of units of ESG continuous mixer.
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Mixing characteristic of materials when falling
through vertical set-up of ESG continuous mixer,
under gravity force, is illustrated in Fig 2. As
shown in the figure, when materials are charged into
ESG continuous mixer with external energy, they
first impact on the inner slope surface of first unit of
ESG continuous mixer (some part of materials may
impact on the inner slope surface of attached
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Basic Mechanism of inter-particle
collision and impact [2]
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hopper) while entering into two opening inlets. Such
action makes whole materials to be split into 2 parts.
Particles within materials have more chances to be
collided with each other before impacting, after
impacting and when falling through each openings
as well.
Moreover, they have also more chances to be
impacted with the inner slope surface of ESG
continuous mixer unit. When they exit from the
outlet of first unit, they again combine making 2
layers, in general. However, due to inter-particle
collisions and impact, particles are dispersed and
distributed inside each layers. Since the materials
from two outlets are combined with notable
momentum, this combining action creates more
chances for inter-particle collisions and impact with
the surface. Just after the combining action, they are
again split to two parts when entering to the inlet of
second unit of ESG continuous mixer. Since the
outlet of first unit and inlet of second unit are
crossed with each other, half of the materials
discharged from one outlet layers with that of
another outlet. This action crates more possibilities
for different particles to be mixed with each other
resulting in more uniform distribution. Continuation
on splitting and recombination of materials
increases the chances for inter-particle collis ion and
impact of particles with inner slope surface when
passing through number of ESG continuous mixer
units.

Splitting action of
materials when entering
into M-Y mixer unit

External energy
Charging of materials
into M-Y mixer
inter-particle collision
impact action of
particle with slope
Recombination action
of materials between
joints of two units

Splitting

Recombination

Fig 2 Expansion of basic mechanis m in vertical
set-up of ESG mixer [10]
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With the consideration of the above mechanism, it is
certainly due to mechanism of inter-particle
collision and impact, which is more enhanced due to
the action of the splitting and recombination of
particles when passing through number of ESG
continuous mixer units. However, it is obviously
true that 2n theory, developed by Dr. Maeda [9], still
n
exists forming the 2 layers of material when
passing through n units of ESG continuous mixer
since every materials have n chances of splitting and
recombination. With this modified 2 n theory, mixing
should be possible only with the gravity effect when
materials falling freely ins ide ESG continuous mixer
units, where any external energy is not required for
mixing process. In general term, it can be said that
the mixing criteria inside vertical ESG continuous
mixer correlates with the mixing of sand by two
persons using shovels to make the uniform
distribution of surface moisture thoroughly.

Feeding

First unit

Mixing inside M-Y
mixer under gravity

Fifth unit

Fig 3 Preliminary mixing experiment in vertical
set-up of ESG continuous mixer[10]

In order to verify this assumption, mixing of two
different colored grains was carried out. For this
experiment, 5 units of model ESG continuous mixer,
o
opening size of 20mm by 20mm and slope of 63 ,
were connected in vertical set-up. Two small
vertical boxes were connected in the top of ESG
continuous mixer to put the two different colored
grains for feeding into two inlets. Small box was
connected to the exit of bottom ESG continuous
mixer unit to collect the mixed grain. The cover in
between the upper boxes and first ESG continuous
mixer unit was opened to feed grains into ESG
continuous mixer for mixing. The falling condition
of grains was carefully checked visually through
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each unit of ESG continuous mixer. With repeating
this experiment, grains were collected in each unit,
i.e. from first to fifth, to check the distribution
condition of grains.
Fig 3 shows the condition of two different colored
grains before feeding, while falling through each
ESG continuous mixer unit under gravity and the
mixing condition of grains in the first and fifth unit.
It was observed from the experiment that materials
in upper units distribute in the macro way. Then in
the following units, the more distribution takes place
within this macro mix and uniformity of the
th
distribution increases in the lower units, like in 4
th
and 5 unit. It can be checked from the Fig 3 that
grains in the fifth unit are evenly distributed. The
collected grains from the fifth unit of ESG
continuous mixer were divided into 4 portions.
Those were counted to find out the distribution
variation of each colored grains in each portions.
The variation coefficient of distribution was only
0.4% representing very uniform distribution.
From this very preliminary mixing experiment, it
was realized that mixing of larger particle size
materials could be possible with the modified
theory. Thus in case of vertical set-up of ESG
continuous mixer, the mechanism of kneading [9]
was replaced by the mechanism of inter-particle
collision and impact; which is more enhanced by the
action of splitting and recombination while falling
through its each unit.
In order to represent such new mixing mechanism
without use of any external energy, the vertical setup of ESG continuous mixer was proposed to term
as Energy Saving Gravity mixer (ESG mixer)[10].
With development of this ESG mixer, the original
kneading and lapping mechanism was converted
again into mixing mechanism, which is still strongly
alive in all type of conventional mixers.

gained its category as High Performance Mixer
(HPM) class over all from its comprehensive
assessment by carrying out all tests compiled with
the highest requirement specified by RILEM TC
150 [11].
With development of model continuous mixing
system, it was verified that ESG mixer has a
significant high efficiency for mixing different types
of concrete continuously giving similar quality to
that from conventional mixers [12], [13].

2. Lite rature Review
Fiber Reinforced Cements and concrete are firmly
established as construction materials. Since the early
1960’s extensive research and developments have
been carried out with FRC materials leading to a
wide range of practical applications [3]. Interrelation of the structural performance of FRC with
material constituents, processing and mechanical
properties is shown in Fig 5. It can be checked from
the Fig 5 that processing is one of the most
important factor to create the action of coating,
dispersion, orientation and resulting in good quality.
These are directly related to the structural
application of FRC through its mechanical
properties.
With regard to the production of FRC, many trials
have been carried out, especially with the timing of
adding fiber materials when mixing and other
materials as well. American Concrete Institute had
listed the following five methods of adding fiber
materials in 1982 [1] (ACI 44-1R, 1982).
1)
2)

3)
The modified theory resulted in the reduction of the
external energy to be required for mixing, since
materials could be mixed when falling inside ESG
continuous mixer under gravity force only. Different
types of concrete materials, including RCD, dam
concrete etc., were made possible to be mixed
resulting in similar properties with that of
conventional method. Moreover, ESG mixer has
JScE Vol. 2, Poush 2070

4)

5)

Feed the fibers with the aggregate and cement
on the central conveyor belt.
Blend fibers and aggregate before charging into
the mixer and then use standard mixing
procedure.
Blend fine and coarse aggregate. Add fibers to
the mixer operating at mixing speed then add
water and cement.
Add fibers to previous ly charged aggregate as
the water. Finally add cement and remaining
water.
Add fibers as the last step to mixed concrete.
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3

Fig 5 Chart for the evaluation of the structural
application of FRC (Prof. Victor Li, Un iversity of
Michigan)

However, recently American Concrete Institute,
ACI 44-3R (1993), has indicated that fibers should
be added to a fluid mix, either as the last stage of
mixing or added to the mixer with the aggregates
[2]. Both documents of ACI indicated that care
should be taken to avoid fiber balling. Many
recommendations were made such as to avoid the
clumps of fiber adding and slow rate of adding to
allow dispersion.

3. Existing
Aspect

Problem and

Theoretical

In normal practice, the mixing of steel fiber
reinforced concrete (SFRC) is carried out with the
method: “Coarse aggregates; cement, PFA and fines
are layered in the mixer. The mixer is started and the
water and super plastic izer are added. After two
minutes mixing fibers are added and mixing
continues for 30 seconds”, which is also
recommended in most of the standards worldwide,
i.e. ACI, JCI etc. However, it is noticed still difficult
to make the even distribution of fiber materials in
mixed concrete with this method in almost all types
of existing mixers ever developed. Moreover, fibers
may clump or form balls if more than 2% (by
volume) of steel fibers are mixed in concrete. It is
needless to say that the increase in the content of
fiber means the increase in the requirement of
external energy to make the fibers well distributed
throughout the concrete. It means electric
consumption of the mixer is much higher for the
concrete with higher amount of fibers. In the forced
JScE Vol. 2, Poush 2070

type double axis mixer of 1.5m capacity [8], when
mixing steel fiber reinforced concrete ( SFRC ) of
slump about 10 cm, load becomes double than that
for ordinary concrete. This becomes 4 times in the
case of slump 5cm. From this result, it can be
understood that the load becomes extremely large
when mixing the dry consistency SFRC with its
slump of 2~3 cm. In order to avoid the balling of the
fibers within short time of introducing, dispensers
are being used. These dispensers help the fibers to
be introduced into concrete in the dispersed form,
which minimize the chance for balling. However
when using one dispenser with its capacity of
40kg/min, it takes about 4 minute to introduce all
fibers into the mixer for mixing SFRC with 2%
fibers. It means it requires more than 5 minutes
mixing SFRC with 2% SF in 1.5m 3 mixer.
Therefore, the main reason to limit the fiber content
from 0.5% to 2% in the existing mixer should be
due to the electric load and the mixing time.
In this regard, a highly expectation was made to
avoid the above mentioned problems for mixing
SFRC after the development of ESG mixer. It was
because the problem for the electric power and the
mixing time would not be existed in the case of ESG
mixer. Therefore, the attempt was made to carry out
the mixing work of FRC in ESG mixer. It was
assumed the significance of ESG mixer for mixing
FRC as mentioned in the Fig 6.

Fig 6 Criteria for the check of mixing efficiency of
ESG mixer fo r SFRC

The properties of FRC should, in theory, be in linear
with the content of SF; however, it cannot be
obtained from the optimum value due to having the
defect on the processing operation. If ESG mixer
T. R. Gyawali 8

could give the result as mentioned with the
shadowed portion in the Fig 6, it would significantly
represent its mixing efficiency for FRC over
conventional mixing method.

4 Exiting Process
This section briefs the application of existing mixing
procedure of SFRC in ESG mixer. Tw o trials were
carried out with two different set-up of ESG mixer.
The first trial was just to see what happens and the
second one was to find out the cause.

4.1 First Trial
In order to evaluate the mixing characteristic of
ESG mixer for SFRC, the mixing experiment was
carried out with simple set-up of ESG mixer that
used in the preliminary mixing performance test. Six
units of ESG mixer were used in this experiment.
Opening size and slope of each units of ESG mixer
o
were 270×270 mm and 63 respectively. For this
test, the fiber content was only used 1.0%, by
volume. The mix proportion used in the experiment
is shown in Table 4.
Concrete to be used in this experiment was mixed in
the double axis forced type mixer. At first, 50 liter
concrete was placed on the top of conveyor belt.
Then the fibers were sprayed on the top of concrete

Gmax
(mm)

Slump
(cm)

20

5

The blocking of the concrete and SF was occurred
during the charging time. The condition of blocking
is shown in photo 2. Most of the mix was blocked in
the joint between first and second unit of ESG mixer
units. The blocked concrete was made possible to
discharge by the use of high frequency vibrator. In
visual check of discharged SFRC, it was noticed that
coarse aggregates were discharged first and then
followed by mortar. It was almost known for the
difficulties of mixing SFRC with this method in
ESG mixer. However, before reach the conclusion,
the suspect was made that opening s ize of ESG
mixer was not large enough for mixing SFRC than
that for ordinary concrete.

4.2 Second Trial
For this experiment, 4 units of ESG mixer were
used. The set-up of the experiment is shown in Fig
7.

Table 4 Mix proportion of SFRC used in first trial
3
s/a
Unit content ( kg/m )
(%)
Cement
Water
Sand
Gravel
Admixture
41.3
57.8
415
170
997
750
4.15

W/C
(%)

Photo 1 Condit ion of layered pre -mixed concrete and
SF on conveyor-belt before charging
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and then other 50 liter concrete was placed on top of
SF, as in the sand witch method. The total length
was 3 m and width of 40 cm. Since the speed of
conveyor-belt was 50 m/min., mixing rate of
concrete was maintained as 33.3 l/sec (i.e.120
m3 /hr.). Layering condition of pre-mixed concrete
and fibers is shown in Photo 1. After finishing of the
layering of concrete and SF, it was charged into
ESG mixer by running the conveyor-belt.

SF
80

Photo 2 Condit ion of pre-mixed concrete and SF
blocked
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4.2.1 Experiment Procedure
Concrete required in this experiment was mixed in
the plant near to this set-up. Its mix proportion was
similar to that used in first trial. As shown in the Fig
7, the 100 liter batched pre-mixed concrete was first
placed on the conveyor-belt in the length of 5m
resulting in its thickness of 6cm. Then 16kg (2% by
volume) fibers were sprayed on the top of concrete
maintaining uniform distribution as much as it was
possible. The mix was then charged into hopper by
running conveyor-belt. It was done twice in order to
carry out the mixing of 200 liter SFRC in ESG
mixer. The hopper containing the macro-mix of premixed concrete and SF was lifted by crane to the top
of ESG mixer and then charged for mixing. The
judgment was made from SFRC collected in hopper
below ESG mixer.

The mixed condition of SFRC is illustrated in 9.
During the mixing action, it was noticed that only
concrete was discharged from the exits of ESG
mixer followed by mix of SF and concrete and
finally only SF. In mixed SFRC, distribution
condition of SF was very uneven.

Photo 3 Condition of the macro-mix of pre-mixed
4.2.2 Experiment results
The slump of concrete was noted 18.5 cm with its
temperature of 18o at its elapsed time of 30 minutes
after mixing. The condition of the macro-mix of the
pre-mixed concrete and SF is shown in Fig 8. It was
noticed that the SF and concrete were separately
dropped from the conveyor-belt to hopper. Intermixing even in the macro-level was not existed.
Two vertical layers of concrete and SF were formed
inside the hopper which can be clearly noticed with
the condition of its upper surface shown in photo 3.

Lift up of macro-mix
of concrete and SF to
the top of MY-BOX
pre-mixed concrete
( 100 liter/time )

SF
(2%)
5m

From these both trials, it was understood that fibers
cannot be dispersed inside the concrete when falling
through each units of ESG mixer under gravity
force. It is due to the different falling characteristics
of two phases. Since concrete is viscous and wet, it
falls as sliding through the surface of ESG mixer. In
other hand, due to the large aspect ratio of SF, they
neither be bounced on the inner surface of ESG
mixer nor be dispersed inside concrete due to having
less inter-particle collis ion action.

Concrete + SF
ESG
mixer
(500×500)

Conveyor-belt
Mixed SFRC
hopper

Fig 7 M ixing method of SFRC using ESG mixer in second trial
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That is why it was concluded that the existing
mixing procedure of SFRC was not suitable to apply
in ESG mixer. One may claim from Fig 5 that
better quality of SFRC could be achieved if the
mixing was carried out for long time in second trial.
But this attempt was avoided with the evidence of
lot of fibers remained inside ESG mixer units,
shown in photo 4, which would be cause of blocking
in further mixing as it was happened in first trial.

5. New Process: Development Of “Pre-Mix
Method”
As described in section 4, the existing mixing
procedure of SFRC was no more use for ESG mixer.
The practical study was made by many trials to find
out any relevant way to adopt for mixing SFRC in
ESG mixer. Through many trials, a new method,
namely “Pre-mix Method” was developed. This
section describes about this method.

volume), only coarse aggregates were used and
layering was done in two layers as aggregates being
on bottom and fibers on top. For higher content of
fibers ( i.e. > 2% by volume ), fine aggregate was
also used and layering was done in sand witch with
coarse aggregates in the bottom and then followed
by half content of SF, fine aggregates and finally
half percent of SF on the top. The amount of fine
aggregate to be used in pre-mix also depends upon
the content of SF added. Increase in content of SF
means the increased amount of fine aggregates in
pre-mix. The basic principle for the selection of
amount of fine aggregate should be such that each
and every fiber should be dispersed inside
aggregates one by one in the most uniform state
avoiding any clumps.

5.1 Experime nt Procedure
Aggregates and fibers were first mixed in ESG
mixer and the mix was called as “Pre-mix”. Then,
pre-mix and pre-mixed mortar was charged into
ESG mixer for mixing SFRC. This method of
mixing SFRC in ESG mixer was named as “Pre-mix
Method”. Generally, whole mixing procedure, in
ESG mixer, was divided into 3 parts as: dry mixing
of aggregates and fibers (pre-mix), mixing of
mortar, and then, mixing of SFRC. The latter two
were similar process to that used for mixing
ordinary concrete.

Fig 8 Condition of macro-mix of pre-mixed
concrete and SF before charging into ESG mixer
concrete and SF before charging into ESG mixer
Aggregates to be used in pre-mix might be coarse
aggregates only or also fine aggregates if required,
which depend upon the fiber contents to be added.
For lower content of fibers (i.e. =or< 2% by
JScE Vol. 2, Poush 2070

Photo 4 Condit ion of fiber remaining inside

Fig 9 Condition of SFRC mixed in ESG mixer ESG
mixer in second trial

In order to evaluate the possibility of this new
method in ESG mixer, very preliminary tests were
carried out in the initial stage. The first target was to
examine whether all ingredients can pass through
every units of ESG mixer without any blockage,
which was the major problem with the existing
T. R. Gyawali 11

mixing method in ESG mixer. And, the second was
to judge its efficiency for mixing SFRC in the sense
of distribution and coating conditions of fibers and
non existence of any fiber balls.
The mixing volume of SFRC per one time was fixed
as 100 liter. At the first step of mixing work, all raw
materials required for one mixing time were batched
by weighing. The batched aggregates were first
layered on conveyor-belt uniformly throughout the
designed length and fibers were sprayed uniformly
on its top. The condition of aggregates and fibers
layered on the conveyor-belt is shown in photo 5.
Then it was charged into ESG mixer for mixing
work. Photo 6 shows the condition of the dry mix of
SF and aggregate after pre-mixing in ESG mixer.

Photo 5 Condit ion of layered aggregates and fibers
on top of conveyor-belt

Mortar was mixed in the existing forced action
double axis mixer. Before mixing the real mix, one
mix was mixed for buttering purpose. The required
amount of pre-mixed mortar was batched by
weighing. The batched mortar and pre-mix were
layered on conveyor-belt maintaining pre-mix on
the bottom and the mortar on top. Then the mix was
charged into ESG mixer for mixing SFRC. Fig 10
gives the overall image of mixing procedure of
SFRC using “Pre-mix Method”. In the Fig 10,
confusion should not be made that whether this
mixing procedure should require two set-up of ESG
mixer. For better understanding, same set-up of ESG
mixer is shown in left and right hand s ide for premixing and mixing of SFRC respectively, where the
former is followed by the latter one.

Photo 6 Condit ion of pre-mix (dry mix of aggregates
and fibers, SF=4%, by volu me)

Fig 10 Procedure for mixing of SFRC in ESG mixing system
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Table 5 Properties of steel fibers used in mixing experiment

Length

Mass

(mm)
30.0

(mg)
69

Cross-section
area
(mm2 )
0.293

Cross-section
diameter
(mm)
0.611

Tensile
strength
(N/mm2 )
119

C
0.07

Chemical content
(Wt. %)
MN
P
S
0.24
0.018 0.006

Table 6 Test results of SFRC in trials

Mixer
type

Date

Forced

6.8.97
6.8.97
ESG
6.8.97
mixer 6.16.97
6.16.97
Forced 6.19.97
ESG
mixer

SF W/C s/a
W
Concrete
3
o
(%) (%) (%) (kg/m ) temp.( C)
3.0 41.4
3.0 41.4
4.0 41.4
2.0 50
4.0 50
2.0 45

6.26.97 2.0
6.26.97 4.0

45
45

Slump
(cm)

Air 7 days Strength (Mpa)
(%) compressive flexural

67
67
67
65
75
50

207
207
207
200
235
200

26.0
26.5
24.0
26.5
25.0
22.0

8.0
4.0
1.0
12.0
10.0
6.8

4.8
3.0
2.9
3.9
4.0
-

40.3
41.8
43.2
-

9.7
10.4
11.0
6.8
12.5
7.5

50
65

200
235

-

-

-

34.0
37.8

7.1
10.7

6. Result and Discussion
Properties of steel fibers used in this experiment,
which were available from maker, are shown in
Table 5.

backed up the recommendation of JIS for the design
of appropriate mix proportion for given different
fiber contents in order to achieve the significant
effectiveness of fiber materials in strength,
especially flexural strength and toughness.

The pre-mix was carried out with SF and whole
amount of coarse aggregates for SFRC with SF
content of 2%. For SF content of 4%, 50% of fine
aggregate was used for pre-mix and another 50%
was used in pre-mixed mortar. It was understood
from the visual check that the distribution condition
of SF was quite uniform in both cases.
Mixing condition of SFRC with its 4% are shown in
photos 7. In visual check it was agreed that the SF
were uniformly distributed throughout the concrete
and well coated in both cases. Their test results
obtained in different trials are shown in Table 6.
There are few points to be noted in the table. When
analyzing data on first three rows, it seems that the
strength of SFRC mixed in ESG mixer seems to be
similar or slightly higher than that of conventional;
whereas values of slump and air content are slightly
decreased. It should be due to the elapsed time of
pre-mixed mortar consumed. Moreover, it is also
known that for the same base concrete, the increase
of fiber content may not have significant effect in
increase of strength properties. This result has
JScE Vol. 2, Poush 2070

Photo 7 Mixing condition of SFRC
(SF=4%, by volume)

SFRC mixed in ESG mixer on 6.16.97 shows that its
flexural strength is increased 84% (i.e. from 6.8
MPa to 12.5 MPa) when fiber content is increased
from 2% to 4%, by volume. However, this result is
found as the increment of only 34 % in SFRC mixed
on 6.26.97 (Table 5). Unit water content of the
corresponding mixes on different days is same. But
the differences are on water cement ratios and s/a. It
has given a good lesson from these trial tests that the
appropriate selection of the mix proportion gives the
improved strength properties when it is mixed in
T. R. Gyawali 13

ESG mixer. The optimum limit of fiber content can
overcome the upper limit of JIS which was
recommended with the consideration of the mixing
time and electric load. As one of the most noted
merit point, both of these factors are very negligibly
affected in case of mixing in ESG mixer.
From these different trial tests, it was come to the
point that ESG mixer can give the required quality
of SFRC (similar to that of conventional mixer)
when mixing with the newly developed “Pre-mix
Method”. Moreover, it was possible to increase the
fiber content more than the optimum value
recommended in the existing mixers resulting in
significant effect of increased fibers on the
mechanical properties of SFRC.
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7. Conclusion
The existing conventional method of mixing SFRC
was no more possible in ESG mixer due to the
blocking of fibers inside it. In order to overcome
this problem, new method of mixing procedure,
called “Pre-mix Method” was developed, in which
fibers were first mixed w ith dry aggregates ( coarse
aggregate and also fine when necessary ) in ESG
mixer to obtain the dry mix of fibers and aggregates.
Then, mixing of SFRC was carried out by mixing
pre-mix with mortar in ESG mixer. With this
developed method, content of fiber was able to be
increased with achievement of good result as
required.
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